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SET FUNCTOR II - CONTRAVARIANT CASE 
Vaclav KOUBEK, Praha 
Abstract: 
The paper gives a description of contravariant set 
functors F from the point of view of the powers fX 
for various sets X . The methods are analogous to those 
used for covariant functors, in the author s paper "Set 
functor11. In contravariant case the situation proves to be 
clearer: where for covariant functors we gave estimations 
of the powers, here we give the precise equalities. The pa-
per also brings some generalizations of the results for co-
variant functors and some constructions of contravariant 
functors. 
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In his paper [43 the author studied the covariant set 
functors (i.e. functors F from the category of sets and 
mappings into itself). He defined a class of cardinals (cal-
led the unattainable cardinals of the functor F ) on which, 
roughly speaking, F increases,and he showed, for a given 
set X - an estimation of the power of FX from the powers 
of Foe for all unattainable cC . In the finite case ( X 
finite) these estimations change into precise equalities. 
The aim of the present paper is to solve analogous pro-
blems for contravariant set functors. The situation here pro-
ves to be clearer in the sense that it is possible to form 
precise equalities even in the infinite case. The author 
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II Auxiliary proposition 
III The powers of F X for a contravariant set f unc« 
tor F • Some estimations for covariant F . 
IV Each class of cardinals is the class of all unattain-
able cardinals of a contravariant functor. 
V The characterization of small set functors. 
I 
Convention. Denote S the category of sets and mapp-
ings. In what follows, a functor means a set functor i.e. a 
functor from -S into S (covariant, or contravariant). 
Conventions. 1) As usual in the set theory, a cardinal 
oc is the set of all ordinals less than the type of o& .De-
note X* the follower of the cardinal of X , X _» Y de-
notes that oasui X --* ca/cdL Y (analogously X < Y ), 
while X c y has the usual meaning that X is a subset 
of y , X — y denotes that oatuL X « OOKJCL Y . 
2) Given a mapping (or a functor) f: A — • B and C 
a subset (subcategory) of A , f/C denotes the domain 
restriction of f to C . Let £ t X — * Y be a mapping, 
denote Jwi£--r{fC#)j*cXl # 
3) Let X a Y , then *i* denotes the inclusion of 
X to Y f Ay Cx) m X for all x € X • Denote id % 
the identity of X • 
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4) X denotes the set of all mappings from T to X -
5) Denote 
Gt|yi - the covariant homfunctor QM * Horn* CJ4, — ) , 
FJUI - the contravariant homf unctor P^ •» H<w>' C- , -M. ) • 
6) Let F be a functor,, oc a cardinal* Then F * de-
notes the subfunctor of F with 
F * X » U U k F f i f F i s covariant , 
F^X * U U . k v F f i f F i s contravariant 
y«oc f: x-*y 
and such that T^M, is the domain-range restriction of 
TM, , for every mapping Jfa . 
We shall make use of the following well-known facts: 
Lemma 1.1. Let F be a functor, let f; X — • IT be a 
monomorphism, X 4* 0 • Then T£ is a monomorphism, if 
F is covariant and Ff is an epimorphismt if F is con-
travariant. Analogously, if £ is an epimorphism. 
We recall the special case of the Yoneda lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. For every functor F and every X € F X 
there exists just one transformation %# from the homfunc-
tor to X (covariant if F is covariant, contravariant if 
F is contravariant) such that T# C-td̂ j ) » X • 
Note. For every contravariant functor F and every 
set A + 0 there exists a contravariant functor F , suoh 
that ¥'0 ** A and P m T' on the category of non-void 
sets and mappings. 
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I I 
We reca l l the notion of cC -semidisjoint systems of sub-
sets* 
Definition* Let X be a set* A a system of subsets 
of X , oC a cardinal• We say that A i s an ec-semidis-
joint system on X , i f 
Z c A =»> Z ^ oo , 
Z,, , Z2 € Jl ==» ( Z^ n Z 2 ) < cc . 
Lemma 2*1* Assume tiie generalized continuum hypothesis* 
Let X be an infinite set*. cC a cardinal* There exists an 
cC-semidisjoint system .A on X with A ** 2 X iff 
X > pc and eo-tvf X * ecm>f «c . 
Proof: see [73* 
Definition^ A couple of mappings f f 9. 1 X —* Y i s 
called diverse i f f and <fr are epimorphisms and there ex-
i s t s z c x , with f c z ) = y , &(Z)< y or f cz> ^ y , 
<y(Z) • y . A subset A c y X i s called diverse i f 
every couple from i t i s diverse. 
Lemma 2*2* Let cC 7 fh be cardinals , cc i n f i n i t e , 
06 2S /& >> 4 , There exists a diverse system A c /S0 6 
with Ji <* 2 * . 
Proof: Let V m | S x tsC , given A C oC put 
£Ai V ~ * #., £A C*, £ ) « *v if £ e A , £A ( * , £ ) = : 0 if 
£ ^ A (remember 0 € (h )• Then -{fA •,,# + Acoc? i s 
diverse, as for A * B c oc , A - B *)* # • Choose 
x c A - B and put Z « /3 * < X * c V • Then f A C Z ) « 
•» / J , f B C Z ) » f O t < : | i t So we have a diverse system in (i
v 
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with power 1** . As c l ear ly V & cc f t h i s completes the 
proof. 
Convention. Let Jk be a f i n i t e cardinal f then -ftfcf/n-) 
denotes the number of par t i t i ons of a set of card ina l i ty m, 
into exactly Jh, non-empty s e t s . 
Lemma 2 . 3 . For every f i n i t e cardinal (i >> A and eve-
ry cardinal «c , oc 2: /S , there e x i s t s a diverse system 3) 
in (h* with power >p^ (tC ) . 
Proof: Let P^ (cC ) be the set of a l l p a r t i t i o n s of the 
set oC into /S non-empty se t s* For every Jl 6 V^ (cc) , .A =r 
» iA^7 A a V ' I -^ / I^ choose an epimorphism f^ j *c —> /S such 
that * , ijf c cC , f l 4 ^ ) " f A ^ ) if-f there e x i s t s £ 
with # , /y, e A4, . Denote i ) a { f A ) J l c P ^ U ) } . Prove 
that 3) i s d iverse : i f £ , g , e « 9 , f + ^ ., then 
c l e a r l y there e x i s t s x, <y* 6 oc with f Cx) 4? f C/MJ , 
<|.Cx) » 9>^^f) • C learly there e x i s t s a se t % c ct with 
power 3̂ such that x , /y* e Z and f / Z i s a monomor-
phism* As £ - / Z i s not a monomorphiaa,. we have q,(Z) <• 
* fi « f CZ) , therefore f t ^ are d iverse . 
Note. I t i s well-known that 
. ^ 2"1 i f lit i s i n f i n i t e , 
4,/m,) « . ^ 
\ S (-Vl(Z)(M,-i)m' if m, is finite. 
III 
In [41 we defined an unattainable cardinal for a co-
variant, functor. An analogous definition is possible with-
out the consideration of variances • 
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Definition. Cardinal cC > 4 i s an unattainable cardi-
nal of a functor F i f Foe - F ĉC 4» 0 . Denote Jtf 
the class of a l l unattainable cardinals of F • 
The cardinal of the set FcC - F*oc- i s called the in-
crease of F on tc . 
In t41 the following results concerning the cardinali-
t i e s of the images of an arbitrary set X through a cova-
riant functor F are proved. 
Theorem 3 . 1 . Let F be a covariant functor. Let fi ss 
as AuipsApt . Then 
1) i f X & <mxm, C K0 f tnum, AF ) then muoc (F /3 , X ) & 
6FX * mxvc (?(hfX*) , 
2) i f #0 > X 2- mwrt Af then FX & F
AX + 
+ £<F/&-FA/J) i\)l , 
3) there exist . *f , <f such that f i f 0 <c X *- mvcm Jlf 
then FX - y + 
Proof: see [4l . 
Theorem 3.2. Assume the generalized continuum hypothe-
sis. Let F be a covariant functor. Then F X 2: 2X if X 
is infinite and X e A$ -
Proof: see C4l. 
Lemma 3 , 1 . Let 3b be an cC-semidisjoint system on X , 
oC € Jif , Then FX 2r & , where F i s a covariant func-
tor. 
Proof: see [43• 
How, using Lemma 2.1 f we are able to give a better 
estimation. 
Corollary 3 . 3 . Assume the generalized continuum hy-
pothesis. Let F be a covariant functor, X an infinite 
set , $ s Ax/up, ApX. If either for every <*, e AF* i t 
holds c*m,f X -> ĉ rnf cc or there exists oc e X^% such 
that (urnf X » co-ntf t»c , then FX - mxuc CT(i9X^) • 
Proof: Use Theorem 3 . 1 , and Lemmas 2 . 1 and 3 .1 . 
Now, we present analogous results concerning contrava-
riant functors. In what follows F is a contr^variant func-
tor. 
Lemma 3 . 2 . Let £ $ X —> Y he an epimorphism. Then 
for every cardinal 0 & y , 
Ff CF*V-F*Y> c C F ^ X - F ^ X ) . 
Proof: Clearly FfCF**Y ?*Y) cJ**X . Assume 
that there exists z € F**y - F" Y with Ff (z) m 
€.?fiX . Let 9. : y —* X with f <fr « <-<iy . Clearly 
F ^ C F f (z) €?^X ( F* i s a functor) but then % m 
» FCf<j,)C*) e F^X which i s a contradiction. 
Lemma 3 . 3 . Let f * X —*> Y 9 we have Vm, F f c 
C F X . 
Proof: Denote by 1/m, £ » A . Let ? ;X —* A with 
f » iy • I , then Ff » F5f . F * £ . As ?** is a 
functor and JwiPiy c ?A*A , we have Im Ff c 
c F**X whirih concludes the proof. 
Lemma 3.4. Let f, 9,: X —> Y be diverse, then 
Ff CFY~Fyy) n F9, CFy-FvY> - # . 
Proof: Let 2 c X be the set from the definition 
of diverse couple. Assume the existence of 
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* e Pf c-FY-r^y) nV+CTT- TVY) . A s f . i J 
i s an epimorphism we have, due to 3 . 2 > F-tJ C«x) 4s 
| F y Z ( le t 4t e F y - F y y with T£(u,)m * , we have 
FC£"*£)Ci4) * F y Z )• As $ . ^ C Z ) ^ y we get from 
3 . 3 F < , f C * ) c F x Z ( le t *> € ?Y with 
F9.CV) « X , we have F C9, • 4/J )Ctr*) € F x Z )• This 
i s a contradiction. 
Lemma 3 . 5 . Let & be a diverse system from X to 
y , where Y 6 A¥ . Then CFX-F
y X ) e & • CFF- F y y ) . 
Proof: Let £ e 3b . I t follows from 3 . 2 that 
F £ C F y - F y y ) c C F X - F x X ) - 4 - ^ . From 3 .4 we get 
f<,fa c ^,£^fa^Ff^cFy-F
yy) n pfa cry- F
yy) - ^ . 
Thus CFX - FyX ) ar & . CFy - F y y ) , because Ff ^ i s 
a monomorphism. 
Lemma 3 . 6 . If X & Y then FX * F y . 
Proof: Let •£ 1 Y —• X be an epimorphism, then Ff 
i s a monomorphism from FX to TY , hence FX & TY . 
Lemma 3 . 7 , Let X y Y be sets* Y # £ and if / < 
<Z * X then Z # JLf . Then FX * F y . Y * . 
Proof: I t follows from the presumption that F**& F y * 
and so FX « Fy*X » U I*n. F f . Then c l e a r i y 
FX ^ ry- y* . 
Lemma 3»S • Let X , y be f in i t e s e t s , Y ^ 0 and 
if y < Z 6 X then Z # A F . Then 
FX « FyX + t C F y - F y y ) - ^ y C X ) ] . 
Proof: Let Py CX), «D be as in Lemma 2 . 3 . The 
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proof w i l l be concluded by showing t h a t fo r every x c TY ^ 
- T*Y t he re e x i s t s £ e $ with x « hrrv T£ . Due t o 
the assumptions t h e r e e x i s t s <^i Y—• X an eplmorphism, 
with ,x c Lm. Fa. . Let f € oD such t h a t 
**"*£* )*jcc X
s* H ^ ^ x e J f • T h e n f r ^ 9 ^ > where H i s an 
epimorphism and T£ = Fg, FJh, and t h e r e f o r e Jwv F9- ^ 
«s Inv Ff . Therefore a e I m F £ . Hence 
TX 6TYX + L(TY ~TYY) < #.y (X)l . 
The o ther i n e q u a l i t y 
FX * FKX + [ ( F Y - F y 7 ) • ^ K a ) 3 
fol lows from 2 . 3 , 3 . 2 and 3 . 4 - . 
Lemma 3 . 9 . I f 0 4» X < /mi^ ^ F , then FX * 4 . 
Proof: Due t o 3 . 6 F X 2r F 4 , Now, F I « U 1m Ft 
and as 4X ** 4 , we have TX £ TA . 
Theorem 3 . 4 . Let F be a c o n t r a v a r i a n t func tor . Let 
X be an a r b i t r a r y non-empty s e t , /S m Jbujft, Jl^x * I f 
X *» <rnJvn,(x0fmim, Jtw 1 then F X ^ . m o * C F/J , 2 * ) . 
I f X0 > X 2: nrwrv *ftF then 
F X - * F 1 * % UFvt-T%c)-fCZ (-4 )+(*)(«,-l)*)l . 
occ^lpx ** ^"^ '1 / / 
If 0 =*- X < /m£/>t JlF then F X ^ F4 . 
Proof: It is a consequence of the preceding lemmas. 
Corollary 3 . 5 . Let F be a contravariant functor* 
Let X e Jlp be an infinite sat. Then 
<FX-F*X> > 2* . 
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IV 
Definition, Let «c-, /I *>c cardinals. Define a contra-
variant functor Jt£ like this: 
Let X be a set , then M* X i s < 0? joined with the 
set of a l l couples < H,+ > where 4. e /3 and H i s a 
partition of X and Jf -» cc * le t f : X —• Y , 
M^fCO) » 0 , le t < J l f * > c J l S r . > i f «-*<V>,VcJU«cc 
then jd£f « K f * > ) * « r
/ f C V ) ) V c > f J , i > , i f not 
J l £ f C < N , i > ) . 0 . 
Lemma 4 , 1 • For every os , /3, *AMp » 4 oc? and i f oc ^ -K0 
— - _ ^ 
then ( M j c c - ( J d l > * * ) « /8 - 2 * i f oo ^ * 0 , 
CM^oc - CM*)"*) * /» • 
Proof: Let y < oc , Then we have M^ y -» M*. 4 -* \ 
and Theorem 3 , 4 implies *y ^ A^ft , Clearly oc € 
e A^p . L e t < W,^ > c M*X , X & oc . Then 
M^f C<If * > ) » < Jf,4,> where £ .' X —* <*, and£C*)» 
• { ( ^ ^ . x ^ f i V c K and I i s a disjoint system of an 
one-point subset of oC . Therefore X >-or, X 4* A>H& . 
The second proposition i s clear. 
Note* Cwtd denotes the class of a l l cardinals* 
Proposition 4 , 1 , For a given class of cardinals 
Y and a given £ * 3- —» CoJtd, • Then there exists 
a contravariant functor F with £ m A$, CFot-F oc)-*£Cot) 
for a l l oc c J> i f and only i f £CoO ? 2 * for a l l 
cC c f̂-, oc infinite and £fcc) 25 A for a l l ot € ^-, oc 
f in i t e . 
Proof: tut FX-J^ M* X , if c* : X —> r , 
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Due to Theorem 3. 4 and Lemma 4-# 1 this is the func-
tor we were looking for. 
Proposition 4.2 . Given a class of infinite cardinals 
3* and f : £ —> COAAL there exists a contravariant func-
tor F with ^ * JLP Fot -̂  f COG) for all <x € ,AF 
if and only if oĉ  ot2 c £ , oĉ  -6 oc2 *+ 2** 6 £(«*,,) £ £ CPC^) • 
, f CaC) < 
--Ya. * 
Pa/ ^ s . _ jŷ coĉ  
Clearly F fulfils the conditions. 
V 
Proof: Put P X = ^ ^ X , if fr : X — • y , 
Now, analogously as in [4] for a covariant functor we 
shall show the relation between Ap and the property 
"to be small". 
Definition. A functor F is small if it is a colimit 
of a diagram with homfunctors as objects (the variance of the 
homfunctors agreeing with that of F ). 
F is petty, if it is a factorfunctor of a disjoint union of 
a set of homfunctors (of the same variance as F )• 
Proposition 5 . 1 . A set functor (covariant, or contra-
variant) is small if and only if it is petty. 
Proof: It is proved in C31 that for a category K in 
which no homfunctor has a proper class of factorfunctor, a 
functor from UC into S is small iff it is petty. Our pro-
position follows from the fact that the above condition is 
fulfilled both for S and the category dual to S • 
Theorem 5. 2 . A covariant set functor F is small if 
and only if Ap is a set. 
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Proof: see [41 . 
Lemma 5 * 1 - A? « < o t , 1 < o t - 6 . M } , Pj* i s a 
contravariant homfunctor. 
Proof: 1) Let A -* cC * M , l e t £ t ot —• M be a 
monomorphism. We sha l l show that f * C PM )*« , (and so 
ot € J U ) • I f £ € ( P M f t C i . e . £ . ( ? M ) * > < * < ) * A * j . xr i t u r u ) cc i • i r« ' 
where ^ J aC —• Y with Y -c ot then Im, f <: ot , which i s 
impossible . 
2) Let «*, ;> M . For every £ ; est —• J. , C PM )*f 6tciM ) - £ 
and so £ c ( PM ) * oO . 
Lanma 5.2. Let < F4, J^ c j be a collection of arbitra-
ry contravariant functors. Then A w . s U Jlp 
Proof: It is elementary. 
Lemma 5. 3 . If F is a factorfunctor of 3 , both F, (5 
contravariant, then Ap c A§ 
Proof is easy. 
Theorem b . 3 . A contravariant functor F is small if 
and only it Ap is a set» 
Proof: If F is small then Ap is a set due to Pro-
position 5.1 and Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and 4,4 Let A? 
be a setf let X > ^j^fv Ap # Let £; V P̂  — • F where 
Nx-» JC and £,('icLtf ) * *x (this defines a transformation)« 
As P B P . <& is an epitransformation and so F is 
petty. It follows from the proposition 5.1 that F is small, 
which concludes the proof. 
Corollary 5.4. A set functor F f covariant or contra-
variant, is small if and only if Ap is a set. 
In the time when I prepared this paper for publication, 
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I got acquainted with a preprint [11 which solves a similar 
problem only for finite sets. 
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